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by
Imelda Faison
I stand watching ChristmasIts snowy burden laden on branches and rooftops.
I walk feeling ChristmasIts sparkling lights framing doorways and frostcoated windows.
Couples stroll the flurry wonderland
Capturing moments of snowy shimmer.
Yuletide comes but once a year
Caroling, turkey, eggnog, cheer.
I wake preparing ChristmasIts cornish hens doing dressing drenched in giblet
gravy.
I bake creating ChristmRsIts sweet potato pie being dessert for ginger cake and
sherbet.
Couples stroll the flurry wonderland,
Capturing moments of snowy shimmer.
Yuletide comes but once a year
Cranberries, cognac, sleigh bells, cheer.
I move glimpsing ChristmasIts children taking pecans and apples f..om fireside
stockings.
I groove touching ChristmasIts candy canes draping ferns and golden wreaths.
Couples stroll the flurry wonderland,
Capturing moments of snowy shimmer.
Yuletide comes but once a year
Mistletoe, holly, Santa, cheer
We unwind planning New YearIts Auld Lyne Syne greeting friends and relatives.
We resolve conspiring next yearIts resolutions lost in moments given.
Yuletide comes but once a yearMistletoe, holly, Santa, cheer.
Merry Christmas!!
Happy New Year!!!

Balance Club
Seeks Members
The Balance Club, an environmentally oriented organization at

GSU is seeking additional members. Balance, began in 1972. Its
primary goal is to make the residents of the university comlllunity
environmentally aware, and to develop an appreciation for protec
ting the environment at the local level.
Past activities of Balance have included a raft trip to the
Menomonee Indian Reservation in northern Wisconsin, the Cum
berland River in New River, Tenn., and a cave trip to the Shawnee
National Forest in southern Illinois.

Plans for the 79-80 academic year include a film-lecture series.
field trips, and a reinstatement of the student-faculty seminar
series.
Regular meetings are held in Building A Lounge. For further in
formation, contact Gary Beland, Bob Krol, or Mary Thomas in the
first floor Cas Lab. Room 1222.
Balance would like some feedback from GSU students and
faculty concerning its 79-80 program.
l. When would a Balance Club meeting best fit your schedule.
DAY_ TIME_

2. Kinds of activites you would be mterested in:
3. Are you currently doing research that you would like to present
in the student-faculty seminar series?

4. Would you support a Balance sponsored beverage can
recycling program?
5. Would you like to join Balance?
YES 0 NO()
IF YES:
NAME ----ADORE� -------
PHONE
Please drop questionnaire in box in cafeteria area.

Editorials, comments, cartoons, Jnd captions represent tbe opinior.
tbe editorial board ol The laaovator and do not necesSaril y
��epresent tbe opinion of student representatives, tbe student body
in tbe general, adviser, faculty, or administratien of Governors
State University. Signed editorials are opinion of its author. The"
Innovator recognizes fairness-therefore welcomes rebuttals,
commeats, or criticisms.
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Grant us the wisdom tha' we may team to use our knowled
worthy purpose.

ge for a

The Innovator credo.

Editor Comments
When I think back over the last
year and the stories published in
the INNOVATOR, I remember
the variety which exemplifies the
people who comprise the GSU
c o m m u n it y .
Despite
any
frustrations I encountered as a
student here, I will always
remember the people as very
special.
For the most part, the stories
painted a complimentary picture
of G U but some raised questions
about expenditures, ethic , and
policy. Some of these �· · ·st ion::.
have been satisfactm · ·,
an
swered. I hope in :he f.. ,,,e, the
INNOVATOR will remam a place
where questions can be raised
and a variety of viewpoints given.
I also recall the number of
s tories
concerning
the
"Reorganization." Much of the
chaos and confusion reminded
me of the upheaval I create when
I clean house<Yes, Virginia, GSU
students do other things than

�

show up late for classes.> I h pe
that all the changes will be for the
good of the university. If the
changes do not fulfill ex
pectations, I would hope that
thosc incharge if making policy,
_
will reevaluate decisions from
the standpoint of the good of the
student body and not let pride
cloud their reasoning. To admit
error is not to humiliate oneself
hut to show a thinking human
being.
.The establishment of the long
awaited Senates seems to haw
stirred a nev. spirit of activism
among the community. What this
aCtivism will ultimately ac
complish will be seen with the
passage of the New Year. I wish
it a healthy growth.
As I close this last editorial, I'd
like to wish all of you A Happy
Holiday Season, from me, as just
Jan, and also as Editor of the IN
NOVATOR,
and A Healthy
Prosperous New Year.

Commenc
On Sept. 8, as the guest of Cliff
Di Mascio <student member of
the Board of Governors for GSU l
and Cythnia Dillie
<student
representative for the Advisory
Committee of the Illinois Board
of Higher Education from GSU),
I had the privilege of attending
both the Assembly Meeting and
the Presidential Conference of
the Illinois Student Association
<ISA> at Illinois State University,
Normal.

i

As a retired political activist of
the sixties,
having grown
apathetic with age and having
adopted the position of a cynic
when it comes to the efficiency of
student government, I was
shocked to have the structure of
my preconceived ideals shaken to
its very foundation. For much to
my surprise, I found the mem
bers of ISA to be well-informed
about the most pertinent issues
affecting university students in
Illinois, to be highly-organized in
their
task-oriented activities,
and� overall, to be a genuinely
concerned, dedicated, and ar
ticulate group that is striving to
supply the tools for building an
association that can serve as a
unified voice for students of in
stitutions of higher learning in
Illinois.
In essence, I emerged from the

meetings with three things;
namely, a concrete knowledge of
pressing issues <such as the
IBHE tuition policy), a clear
sense of the state of the art of
student advocacy along with its
ultimate potential,
and the
overriding
conviction
that
students can make a difference in
the hallowed halls of higher
education. Basically, that we
fl!"ed not and should not passively
swallow what is doled out to us as
if our focus of control lies outside
ourselves.
Currently,
as
a
you n g
organization, ISA i s facing the
possible amendment of Article
III of its Constitution in order to
better represent the interests of
the students of public senior in
stitutions, a step it envisions as
geared toward
"halting
the
alarming trends of higher
education in Illinois." Therefore,
I contend that our Student Senate
should
undertake · an
in·
vestigation of the functions and
goals of ISA and that it should
seriously consider the
ad
visability of GSU becoming a
charter
member
of
this
association. I t i s m y personal
belief tha• the benefits accrued
by such a move would far out
weigh any costs incurred.
Llynne Bielowski
Concerned HLD Student

NOW OPEN FOR VIEWING:
THE ART MAJORS' EXHIBITION OF
PAINTING, PRINTS, AND SCULPTURE
DECEMBER 3 TO DECEMBER 21
MONDAYS, TUESDAYS, WEDNESDAYS, THURSDAYS
!0:30A.M. T0 5:00P.M.
WELCOME!!!

Letter to the Editor

..,..,..,.'fi"'IW,�--17�

Senate President Voices Complaint
Open letter to the Student Body of
Governors State Univeristy: •
As President of the Governors
State University Student Senate,
I have an important concern that
I would like to share with my
fellow colleagues.
Thursday, December 6, 1979,
was the second time I had been
approached
by Ms. Lorene
Roberts for an interview which
was to be printed in the Christ
mas edition of the GSU student
newspaper, the Innovator. After
briefly talking to Ms. Roberts, I
told her that I would phone her as
to when I would be available for
the interview. I "assumed" that
the focus of the interview would
center around the presidency of
the Student Senate; since in our
prior Senate meetings we had
discussed, in depth. what would
be the possibility of having the
Senators' picture printed with a
brief profile of each. The reason
fpr such profiles being that the
student body would know the
senators who represent them via
the Innovator. Mter all, it is a
stucient newspaper.

sorry that you have that at
titude." At that point, I informed
Mrs. Rohdenburg that I would not
be available for the mentioned in
terview and would relate the
same to Ms. Roberts.
I can't imagine how Mrs. Roh
denburg became editor of the In
n ovato r
or
any
other
newspaper-a person so in
sensitive has no business in the
field Qf journalism-especially
one that is paid for by the studen
ts, be they black, white. or green.
I suggest Mrs. Rohdenburg take
a few courses in interpers,.1al
relations.
Governors
State
University does offer them. I
wonder if 1\ls. Roberts, the !'C;)()r·
ter in quesllon, Knew of the htd·
den agenda. \\ell, r guess il
doesn't matter. After all, the
Student Senate as a whole was
refusec',., space in the student
newspaper, but a token interview
with a black student was ac
ceptable.
Respectfully.
Alma Martin,
President
Governors State University
Student Senate

Then, Tuesday, December 11,
1979, I was sitting in the cafeteria
having coffee with two of my
colleagues, Judy Qudrat and Chff
DiMascio, and two other persons
One of them stopped Mrs. Janet
Rohdenburg, the editor of the In
novator, to ask her a question.
Mrs. Rohdenburg sat at the table
and spoke briefly to the other per·
son. When they finished con
versing, I took the liberty to ex
press my concerns about the in
terviewing of Senate members
and the yielding of space that
would hav� bePn allotted to thE>
president. At that point, Mrs.
Rohdenburg stated, "You were
not asked for an interview
because you are president of the
Student Senate. You see, we have
been only printing profiles on
whtte students and now we need a
black student to profile." I asked
Mrs Rohdenburg if she was
asking me to be the token black.
Her response was indirectly yes.
I told her that I was insulted that
she would make such a blatant
statement. Her response was,
"Well, it was discussed and I am

Rocky Road reflection
This is an open letter to Leslie
Faison in regards to her Dec. 6
'Rocky Road Reveals All' story.
First, its a shame you live in a
Cold World. And from what I per
c·e tve of your story, I can un
derstand why your world is cold!
Face it, Honey, you are cold! I
gather
by
reading
your
questionable experiences o n the
IC, your life is OJJinionated and
banal.
It's wonderful that yCJu can
work and attend a university in
your boring life.. there are others
who would like the chance, but
cannot.
It's even wonderful you are
able to walk to a train and ride
it...there are others who cannot.
This leads us to what is in our
world. A world made up of an
assortment of living human
beings with different priorities,
lifestyles, opinions. But from
what I gather from your story,
you seem to put all of the unusual
in the "anyone different than me
are evil and corrupt" category. A
little narrow minded for an

educated individual don't you
think?
One point I would like to make
is the attitude you have "when I
choose to be left alone, that is my
privilege". Again you tend to fall
short of your communication
skills as a journalist. The IC train
is a public train where all who en
ter have paid a fare before they
ride. Along with this fare-to-ride
is the privilege to talk to
whomever, walk to where ever,
and make passes if one wishes to
do so on the train. If one, i.e.
flasher, decides to do something
weird and/or unlawful, it is his
choice to do so and it is you who
will decide on how to deal with it.
Choices being, Look, Don't Look,
or Look and find the authority to
arrest him. Simple?
As for prostitutes giving the IC
a bad name, I really think the IC
has done their own public
relations without the aid of the
women of the night. Also remem
ber, you are going to your job on
the IC, while they are doing their
job on the IC. Again you show a

negative opinion of a class of
people who really are working,
like yourself, but your education
doesn't show it...like you can't
see the forest for the trees? There
is some truth to one of your
opinions you gave and that is you
are a slow Ieamer, but definitely
not slow and sure.
As for men and lesbians ap
proaching you, you should be
grateful! Some people otlly get
approached by the friendly neigh
borhood dogs wagging their tails
in friendship. But no, you take it
negatively and form the ever
popular
o p i n ions
usually
associated with homosexuality.
Try
taking
the alternative
lifestyle course offered in HLD
and that may open the heavens so
you can reach for the stars for
better communication with your
fellow man<woman>. Remember
you are the captain of your soul
and the master of your fate, but
don't let the "I choose to be left
alone, that is my privilege" syn
drome to go to your head!
Kenneth W. Kegley

Student Activities Announces
The Student Activities unit an
nounces the availability of Plitt
Theater tickets for purchase at
cost. These tickets are available
no·,v in the cashier's office for
$2.00 each and are good at all
area Plitt Tt.eaters. The student
activities unit will continue to ex
pand services and programs
throughout the year.
The Student Activity Program
has implemented an Emergency
Weather Transportation Pro
gram
for
the
months
of
December through March.

correction
"Women's Resource Center Of
fers Referral Servicef" Nov. 20,
written by John D. Yeates.
"Literary Review", Dec . 6, was
written by Margo Rannells.
Thank you to all who contributed
to the INNOVATOR this past
year

When severe weather inter
rupts our public transportation
systems, we will declare a
weather transportation emergen
cy.
University
community
members may call ;)34-5000, ex
tension 2464,
and
ask for
transportation to or from the
Illinois Central Station, Park
Forest South. Calls will be ac
cepted, when a weather err.ergen-

l:DITOR
PHOTO EDITOR
COPY EDITOR
FEATURE EDITOR
REPORTER
REPORTER

cy has been declared by the
Universtty, between the hour<; of
3:30 p.m. - 10:30 p.m., l\1onday
through Friday and 8:30 a.m. 1:30 p.m., Saturday

Winter Trimester Parking
Decals are now on sale at the
Cashier's
Office
and
the
Bookstore for $8.00.

JANET ROHDENBURC
KEVIN CORCORAN
JOANNE FRANCHI
LESLIE FAISON
CANDY ANDERSON
LORENE ROBERTS
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Bilingual Education Offers A
·way To Help His People
Martinez recently completed
his Ph.D in Curriulum and In
struction with an emphasis in

By CAROLYN GREER

Paul
M a r t i nez,
27,
new
assistant director in the Office of
Bili ngual
Multicultural
Education at Governors State
U n i versity,
sees
b i li ngual
education as a way to help his

Bilingual Education at New
Mexico State University before
coming to GSU in October.
Martinez presently does not
teach classes, but he will in the
winter trimester. "I look forward

people. "Bilingual education is a
vehicle for helping my people -the
Hispanics," says Martinez.
"My
i nvolvement
with
bilingual education ca me in
directly as a result of major
political and social issues which
surfaced during the late sixties. I
wanted to get involved with

to teaching next trimester,"
declares Martinez.
Martinez, who resembles the
young activist reporter Geraldo
Rivera, sits in an office with
shelves already half filled with
book s. One gets the feeling that,
like most professors at GSU,
Martinez will soon have his
shelves bulging with book s. " I
have told my parents t o mail all
my books to me from New
Mexico," says Martinez.
Martinez states that he has
always wanted to be in education.
"I have always had a desire to
work with children," he says.
But, his desire to be an education

helping
H ispanics
a nd
Bilinguals," sa i1 Martinez with
intensity.
After Martinez received a

Paul Martinez is the new Assis
tant Director in the Office of Bil-

ingual M ulticultural Education at
Governors

State

University.

bachelors degree in Pre -school
and Elementary Education from
Eastern New Mexico University,
he decided to pursue a masters
degree in Bilingual Education at
the same univeristy.

major could have stemmed from
his father, who started out in
education before switching to
geology. Martinez's sister is
currently a bilingual education
undergraduate at New Mexico
State University.

IBHE Rep. Reports
As we all know inflation is run
ning rampant in our culture and,
as students, we are particularly
vulnerable to the economic crun
ch. Therefore, as GSU's IBHE
representative I feel that it is my
responsibility
to inform
the
student body as to what is oc-

curing in the realm of tuition
policy in Ill.
At the Dec. 4-5 meetings of the
I BHE, we examined the issue of
tuition
in
depth,
including
discussion of the legislated 48%
tuition increase. Basically, we
emerged from these proceedings

Update-BOG
by Candy Anderson

GSU students and
faculty
remain in the dark as to the out
come of a Board Of Governors in
vestigation of William Wicker
sham and a shady car trade-in
deaL
No
public ,
offic i a l ,
statement has been issued from
the BOG offices for publication as
of mid-December. Apparently,
their decisions were announced
during an executive session in
closed
quarters .
So ,
con
sequently, the waiting and the
wondering will continue.
Other issues that were on the
BOG meeting agenda of Novem
ber 29 focused on amending
various BOG by-laws, choosing

what banks and savings & loan
associations to continue business
with, the university enrollment
and a phase down program
geared toward reducing univer
sity expenditures.
A
major
item
that
was
discussed concerned the hiring of

A. Epstein t Sons to conduct a
study of the wall deterioration at
GSU. The BOG approved of this

action and proceeded to a llocate
the sum of $15,000 . 00 in order that
this study be completed satisfac
torily.
According to GSU President,
Leo Goodman-Mala muth
I I,
"The walls are oxidtzing from the
inside out, and we're not quite
sure why. I have no ide.'l what t�·
experts are going to find or what
their recommendations will be , "
h e offered.
"I
am
not a
metallurgist or a chemist s o I
don't quite
understand the
problem. That is why we have
hired A. Epstein and Sons to try
and figure out how to solve this
problem and stop the walls from
corroding," he concluded.
A. Epstein & Sons will submit a
report during the next BOG
meeting, which will take place in
January. Let us hope that all of
that $J.5,000 . 00 will not be spent
for naught.

with
several
concerns.
questioned whether the

We
Martinez sees teaching as one
1900 of his major goals, but he dtWS
levels should be used as the look forward to other aspects <>f
baseline standard for future his 11ew job. "This job allows me
years. This brings to light the to work in different rea lms of
problems of appropriated funds bilingual education, such as
determing the contigency for the administration, teaching, and
quality of higher education, along proposal writing," says Mar
with the fc:::r that students will tinez. But he states, "my most
have to dig u. to their pockets to important goal has been to better
pay more in order to get more in the social and educational op
return.
portunities for Hispanics and one
Furthermore, we are troubled method is through education. "
by the practice of utilizing unit
The greatest challenge that
cost studies and instructional Martinez has faced upon moving
costs for deciding upon tuition here is Chicago traffic. As a

rates. For this policy ignores the
variability in institutions and the
non-instructional
of
costs
educat ion
< l iving expenses,

lifetime resident of New Mexico
he has never been exposed to
such traffic. Martinez grins as he

explains, "one of the more dif
fictllt aspects of this job has been
driving in downtown Chicago. I
am used to miles of open country
as opposed to miles of traffic."
Currently, Martinez lives in
Chicago Heights but must often
travel to bilingual learning sites
in Chicago.
Although Martinez is not happy
with Chicago traffic he does like
the city. "I am impressed with
Chicago in general because itS
such an enormous cultural
center,'' says Martinez. He points
to the fact that one finds many
diverse cultures in Chicago.
In December, Martinez will
marry someone who shares the
last name Myra Martinez. He
met her three years ago while he
was a student at New Mexico
State University. In New Mexico
there are so many people with the
last name Martinez that I don't
think it's coincidence that she
should have the same last
name," says Martinez.
Mrya is presently an un
dergraduate at New Mexico State
University
majoring
in
Promotion and Advertising. She
also works part time as a model.
Currently, she is a resident of
New Mexico.
"I have nothing but praise for
GSU's
B i lingual
Progra m ,"
states Martinez. He adds, "I feel
that the university's Bilingual
Program is especially successful
due to the sincere commitment
and solid foundation established
by Dr. Reyes ( who is the director
of bilingual education at GSU>
and the entire bilingual faculty. "
Martinez concluded b y saying,
"I am happy to be here at GSU
and view this as a good op
portunity to apply much of the
bilingual educational theory I
learned in school into actual
practical situations. ' '

: •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• • •••'
books, mandatory fees, etc.)
:
Overall, as I B HE represen- •
tative I would like to see more :
done in the evaluation of tuition :
according to the status of the
specific university. Additionally,
I would like to see more grants
made readily available to studen

Contribution

ts representing diverse economic
backgrounds.
Since I represent the GSU com
munity, I am i nterested in having
feedback and discussion with
students on tuition policy. I can
be contacted at the Student Ac
tivities Office ext. 2123 or at the
Information Booth ext. 2146 from

•

•
.
•

oi

4- 1 0 : 30 p.m. daily.
Cynthia
Dillie,
Representative

GSU

IBHE

RESEARCH
CANADA'S LARGEST SERVICE
Send now for lat"t catalog.
Thousands of termpapers on all

subjects. Enclose 15.00 to cover
return postage.

ESSAY SERVICES
87 Y ...... SL, lutta t504
Toooroto. Onterlo, C.Nde

Hand-made
functional
stone ware
crafted and fired on the premises.
Custom-made dinnerware to order.

M5E 1.11
(411)31H541

•

From I� : to right: Dr. Brian Malec . faculty advisor to HSA Student:
Assoc. ,
Clare Daly, Graduate Representative Marty Armstrong . SHP :
•
Dr. San g-•) Rhet•.
Ji;•ov"' fnt· the Library Ri c h Sc hutt , Treasurer

:

•

•

:

Thomas Barron-Potter
1407 Main St., Crete
672·4004.

B.} L. Anttila Roberls

•
•
•

:

The CAS Faculty state-:
menf On 11researc h
:
papers" Services:

•

Servi CeS
are :
11SUCh
encourage:
unethical,
a n a:
.
pI a g i a r i S m
fradu /ent mtsrepresen·:
tation, and are in COn·:
tradiction to the in·:
tegrity of academic:
WOrk
SCholarly:
and
research. ,
:

The Governors State Health
Services Administration Student
Association <HSA> presented a
number ofbook s andsubscription

publications to the GSU Library
last week. The presentation was
made by the
HSA
Student
Association
Executive Com mitte-e which consists o f Rich
Schutt, Treasurer, Clare Daly,

•

•

Sculpture and Stained Glass. Classes in
Wheel Thrown and Hand-built pottery.

Coordinator. of the HSA Program

•

Marty Armstrong, Lia!son for the
School of Health Professions
<SHPl.
The boo ks and subscriptions
were presented by the officers of
HSA to show their commitment to
the University, sc hoo 1 of H ea lth
Professions, and to the Health
S e r v i c es
A d m i n i s t r a t io n
Program .

Graduate Representative, Dr.
Sang-0 Rhe-e, Coordinator of the
HSA Program and Dr. Brian
Malec, faculty advisor to the HSA
Student Association.

•

•

The presentation of new books
and subscriptions were made to

••• • • •••• •••••••••••••••••••

The HSA membership is com-

prised of graduate and unthe
dergraduate students in
Health Services Administration
Program , and GSU students incare
health
in
t erested
dues
who are
management

•

:
•
oaymg members.
•••••••••••••••••••••••••
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Jewish Spiri
Never Dies

Dotty Granger <left) and

Jodi

moved from ils previous location

Dorgan <right> arrange display

in the Library.

outside

opened 9:30 a.m. to 5:00 p.m.,

or

Bl321

arter

the

Women's Rescource Center was

Illinois
NeWs
PUBLIC

SUPPORT•••Gover

nor James R. Thompson last
week joined President Carter in
asking for public support of the 49
American hostages being held at
the U.S. Embassy in Teheran.
The Governor urged all Il
linoisans to express their support
by writing to the Iranian Mission
to the United Nations, 622 Third
Avenue, New York, New York
1 0017. ''I am alsf\ asking Illinois
church officials to ring church
bells at noon each day to remind
citizens of our state to pray for
the safety of the hostages," said
Thompson. 1696••79
CENTURY
UI••• Governor
James R. Thompson last week
announced the release of $4.5
million in Capital Development
Bond funds to bui!d Food for Cen
tury III facilities at Illinois State
University USU>, Normal, and
the University of Illinois <U of I>,
Urbana-Champaign. The release
will provide $1.68 million for plan
ning and construction of an
Agriculture Laboratory Building
at ISU, $1.026 million for conver
sion of the Large Animal Clinic
into a Meat Science Laboratory
at the U of I. and $1.742 million for
construction of a Swine Research
Center at the U. of I. 1690••79
GROSS STATE PRODUCT•••

John W. Castle, director of the Il
linois Department of Commerce
and Community Affairs, last
week said Ulinois' Gross State
Product <GSP> is estimated to
have increased to a seasonally
adjusted annual rate of $136.9
billion in the third quarter of 1979.
In real, or constant dollar terms,
the GSP incr�sed by more than
$700 million or an increase on an
annual <compounded> basis of 3.6
percent. "This marks the third
consecutive quarter that Ulinois'
constant dollar GSP has increas
ed at a faster pace than the U.S.
gross national product," said
Castle.1682••79
SCHOLARSHIP

GRANTs•••

Governor James R. Thompson
last week signed Senate Bill1438,
providing $4.5 million in added
funds for the Illinois State
Scholarship Commission's non
repayable grant program. The
bill added about 9,000 grants,
averaging $500 each, to the 77,000
provided previously for operation
of the Commission's Monetary
Award Program for financially
needy students. Thompson's ac
tion brings the total appropriated
for Fiscal year 1980 for the award
program to $79 million. 1688••79

The Center is

Mon. through Fri.

Information

the

about

resources

available by calling 534-5000, ext.

2435. <Photo by Kevin Corcoran l

Dear Consumer

Orderiag hy Mall.�.
BeCareflll
By Esther Petenon

There is no doubt that increased transportation costs

merchandise through the mail. After all, it is convenient,

are prompting consumers to try their luck with ordering

of gasoline is not a factor. But at the same time consumer

often economical, and rather exciting even when the price

complaints about mail order purchases have jumped dra
matically.
According to the Couneil of Bet
ter
Business
Bureaus,
Ine.
(CBBB), mail order problems
have been at the top of the Better
Business Bureaus' eomplaint list
for many years. Bankruptey was
mentioned as one of the reasons
for the inerease in mail order eom
plaints, but CBBB says "sources
within the industry tell us a ma
jor factor may be that some mar
g;· al eompanies are eaught in a
�;t bind brought on by inflation.
With inereases in eosls for almost
everything, including postage,
printing of eatalogs and other ad
vertising materials, plus the eost
of goods, some eompanies have cut
back on inventories...and can't al
ways readily fill ineoming orders."
Cutbacks in personnel also aggra
vated the situation.
For these and other reasons,
the Federal Trade Commission
(FTC) has a four-year-old rule
that proteets you against many
mail.order headaches and provides
that:
• You must reeeive the mer
chandise when the seller says you
will.
• If you are not promised deliv
ery within a certain time period,
the seller mlldt ship the merchan
dise to you no later than 30 days
after your order eomes in.
• If you don't reeeive it shortly
after that :J(kiay period, you ean
caneel your order and get your
money back.
So mueh for the normal irrita
tions assoeiated with ethieal mail
order businesses. The U.S. Postal
Serviee (USPS) has a far more se
rious problem with mail order rip
off artists who eost eonsumers an
average of half a billion dollars a
year through mail fraud and mis
representation of produets, ser
viees and investments offered by
mail.
Aeeording to USPS, which has
reeently announeed a craekdown
on fraudulent advertising, these
rip-off artists have swindled many
Amerieans of life savings by per
suading them to invest in ques-

and

programs offered by the Center is

tionable business ventures. These
inelude selling over two million
dollars in "earthworm growing
packages" as investmer. •. ?pportu
nities; claiming that a eertain
weight loss program "burns away
more fat each 24 hours than if you
ran 14 miles a day"; and selling
worthless land purporting to be
near oil producing areas, to inves
tors, retirees and others. They
have also sponsored fraudulent
eorrespondenee eourses, promis
ing fabulous jobs after graduation;
and have used the mails for adver
tising and delivery of "all kinds of
magical potions or deviees guaran
teed to inerease vitality, memory,
IQ, sexual prowess, beauty..."
To proteet yourself from sueh
seduetive schemes, USPS's Postal
Inspection Serviee not only needs
to be notified when you suspect
some mail offer is too good to be
true, but offers the following tips
to those who might feel tempted to
aceept some of the more exotie of
fers:
• Exercise eaution and restrain
your impulses.
• Question all proposals; inves
tigate before investing.
• Read and understand eon
tracts- and don't be rushed into
signing anything.
• Cheek with your loeal Better
Business Bureau or Chamber of
Commerce.
• Save as evidenee any materi
al reeeived or sent by mail.
Finally, if you believe you have
been the victim of a mail fraud
scheme, send the details and all
pertinent doeumentation to the
Postal Inspection Serviee, Con
sumer Protection Program, eare
of your local Postmaster.
Free single t.'Opies of FTC's
Shopping by Mail may be ob
tained by sending a posteard to the
Consumer Information Center,
Dept. 690G, Pueblo, CO 81009.

Esther Peterson is Special As
sistant to the President for Coll
sumer Affairs a11d Director of the
L'.S. Office of Consumer Affairs.
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"You can kill a Jew", Elie
Wiesel told his audience recently,
"but never the Jewish spirit."
The Jewish spirit was alive and
well at Temple Ansche Sholom in
Olympia Fields where famed
writer Wiesel was the featured
speaker at a program presented
by the South Suburban Jewish
Community Center. <SSJCC>
Speaking with an accent
merging
his
H u n g ari a n
background and later French
citizenship, Wiesel spoke to a
group of nearly 800 persons,
mostly members of the Far South
Suburban temples, which jointly
sponsored the event.
Introduced by the president of
SSJCC as a "voice of human con
science and an author acclaimed
for his book A Jew Today, Wiesel
began by telling why he chose
this boo k's title for the evening's
a,'!Cture.
'"l'oday ", he said, '·is a word I
like. Another word I like," he ad
ded, ·handing himself with his
mainly Jewish audience, "is
Je\\."
Ir is obvious Wiesel is happy tc
bto a Jew. "A Jew today,'' he ex·
plained, ''is like a Jew yesterda.)
and a Jew 2000 years ago. A Je\\o
is a burning bush, is not silent
while the world is trembling.''
A Jew who has certainly not
been silent, the 51-year old Wiesel
began his writing career as a
young journalist. His books in
clude A Beggar In Jerusalem, for
which he won the French Prix
Medic Award, The Oath, The
·
Town Behind the Wall, Night,

and Dawn. His books appear
regularly on required reading
lists for students.
Wiesel, who lives in New York,
with his wife and children curren
tly the Andrew Mellon professor
of humanities at Boston Univer
sity. Wiesel was born in Tran
sylvania, Hungary in 1928, but
was deported with his family to
Auschwitz while still a child.
They were among the Jews later
sent to Buchenwold, where his
parents and sister died. Night, his
first book, is a memoir of those
experiences.
Commenting on the recent
televised enactment of the
holocaust, Wiesel pushed back
wispy hairs over his balding
head.
"You can't compare
anything to it
<the actual
holocaust>," he said. "They took
something sacred and turned it
into clay. Today when people say
they've seen the holocaust, you

have to ask, 'which one?"'
Wiesel described his recent trip
which took him from Moscow to
Jerusalem to Denmark. Leaving
the site of Jewish suffering for
the beauty of Denmark, he said,
"I travelled from pain to joy."
C o u n s e l l ing
the
J ewi s h
gathering, he said, "You t:an do
the same."
"Because of our suffering, we
are more sensitive to others who
suffer, more compassionate," he
said citing his deep concern for
the plight of the Cambodian boat
people.
"To be Jewish," Wiesel con
tinued, "means to suffer at times
and to keep faith in God and man
even when they don't deserve it."
Wiesel sidestepped questions
on Palestinian/Israeli relations,
saying, "I never interfere with
politics." Pressed further on the
subject he said, "I cannot tell
Israel what to do. If Palestine
changes, Israel will change, I
,
think. .
From the audience, a young
bearded Jew questioned Wiesel's
Israeli chauvinism, saying the
U.S.'s attitude toward Viet Nam
is proof that over patriotism
backfires. The writer said he
"appreciated" that view point
but affirmed his own posture that
"I cannot overcome my love for
Israel. I love Israel so much."
Queried about marriage bet
ween Jews and non-Jews, Wiesel
said he urges Jews not to leave
their faith even in mixed mar
riage. "We need our people. We
cannot afford to lose our
children." he said.
Calling Jews who do leave their
religion "traitors", Wiesel em
phasized, "For a Jew, there is no
other way of authenticating
oneself outside the Jewish
religion." "Others have other
ways, but" he said, "let a Jew be
a Jew."
An audience member men
tioned anti-semitism. "Why don't
people like Jews?" he asked.
Wiesel paused a moment. "We
are the great disturbers in
history," he answered. "This is
misunderstood and Jews are
hated for it."
Turning from one side of the
audience to the other, Wiesel
revealed the yarmulke perched
far back on his head. His gaunt
features belied the strength of his
message. "We can survive," he
assured his people. "We may
even teach others the art of sur
vival."
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1FT Reacts To Tuition Increase
The Illinois Board of Higher
Education staff paper < February
6, 1979) detailing the scope and
format of the IBHE's examina
tion of what is called "Student
Access and Choice" notes that
'' . . . the importance of these issues
warrants a periodic reexamina
tion of the goals and philosophical
premises on which existing
policies are based. . . "
The 1FT Universities Council
concurs completely in that
assessment of the importance of
the issues at hand. It aggrees ful
ly, in addition, that what is entail
ed is in fact precisely the ex
amination of the goals of higher
education and the philosophical
premises on which public higher
education policy is based.
Proceeding from this position,
the 1FT Universities Council
wishes to comment on the three
basic questions posed in the
IBHE staff paper.
WHO SHOULD PARTI CIPATE
IN POSTSECONDARY
EDUCATION?

The expansion of educational
opportunities has been a major
democratizing theme in the
history, not only of Illinois, but of
our nation. Groups once denied
access to higher education
wanted the benefits of the
broader perspectives, increased
understandings, and expanded
occupational opportunities which
higher education offers. Their
struggles to gain that access have
in large part created the system
of higher education which we
have today.
The persistent efforts of the
economically disadvantaged, of
racial and ethnic minorities, of
women, of so-called "older per
sons and the handicapped to gain
access to higher education are
testimony to a deep-seated belief
that all persons ought to have the
opportunity to ''participate in
postsecondary education." The
personally and socially beneficial
uses to which many members of
these groups have put this hard
won right are further testimony
to the fundamental correctness of
this belief.
The existence of the lllinois
public universities is additional
evidence of our society's belief in
higher education as a positive
contributor to democracy and
soc i a l progress. When the
University of I l l inois was
established as a land-grant in
stitution, there were those who
argued that farmers could not
possibly benefit from a universi
ty. They were proven wrong.
As urban universities made it
possible for children of im
migrants and inhabitants of ghet
tos to have the opportunities af
forded by higher education, there
were those who argued similarly
that such groups could not
possibly benefit from a universi
ty. They too have been proven
wrong.
The opportunity to obtain a
university or college education is
something which ought to !:
available to all. We note that this
does not mean that there should
be no requirements either for en
trance into higher education or
for completion of academic work.
We stress, however, that these
should
be
a c a de m i c re
quirements, not financial ones.
Similarly, we strenuously oppose
the implications of some pro
posals that job market conditions
ought to indirectly determine
how many individuals are enroll
ed in what programs, believing it
entirely inappropriate for cor
porate job
projections
to
significantly structure our na
tion's system of higher education.
WHO SHOULD PAY THE COST
OF A STUDENT'S POST·
SECONDARY EDUCATION?
SHOULD THERE BE
DIFFERENCES AMONG

INSTITUTIONS OR PROGRAMS
IN THE PRICE THAT
STUDENTS M UST PAY AND
THE EXTENT OF
PUBLIC SUPPORT?

The 1FT Universities Council
believes that we should strive to
continuously reduce the cost of
higher education to the student.
Philosophically, in fact, it is only
a system of free higher education
which could fully realize the hap
PY condition in which financial
status played no role in determin
ing access.
We believe that the social
benefits of higher education
justify our approach. Such an ap
proach, however, requires a hard
look at the question of who is to
pay for higher education.
In fact, in our states, we have
seen decreasing support of public
higher education and in par
ticular the public universities,
and have seen instead an increas
ing transfer of public funds - at
least 12% of the total higher
education budget for FY79 - to
private institutions of higher
education. This transfer of public
funds to the private sector has oc
curred largely through the Il
linois State Scholarship Pro
gram, as approximately 65% of
ICCS funds go to private institu
tions. Furthermore, the Illinois
Financial Assistance Act for Non
Public Institutions of Higher
Learning has meant nearly $10
million in additional public funds
for private institutions. Along
with these transfers, we have
seen annual increas 'S in the ceil
ing on ISSC amoums, increases
informally pegged to tuition
levels set by the private institu
tions and benefitting only the
private institutions. We have
seen a proposal, rejected by the
IBHE this year, that a vast new
subsidy to private institutions be
started < the so-called Tuition
Equalization Program, in the
amount of $24.7 million > . We have
seen a demand by private, for
profit institutions that their
students also receive state sup
port, and have even heard some
behind-the-scenes suggestions
that public university tuition and
fees ought to be raised to be more
nearly equal to those in private
institutions.
Such a set of policies and pro
posals amount to a philosophical
rejection of the idea of higher
education as a socially beneficial
service which ought to be as
widely available as possible. In
fact, the IBHE's policy concern
ing student contributions to the
cost of education in itself treats
higher education quite explicitly
as a commodity . This policy shift
from conceiving higher education
as a desirable and socially
beneficial service to viewing it as
a commodity to be purchased and
rationed in accordance with
alleged "market" factors has
serious long-run implications.
Our higher education system
may become a replica of our
health care system, where health
care is made available on a com
modity basis, where there are
vast inequities in both the quality
and quantity of health care ac
tually available, and where there
is a disgraceful record of national
health statistics.
Such a set of policies and pro
posals lead us to question IBHE
support for public higher educa
tion and for the very democratic
social values which lead to the
establishment of our public
universities.
We had believed that the state
of Illinois shared our commit
ment to providing the im
measurable benefits of higher
education to as many of the
citizens of our state as possible.
As we became increasingly
familiar with the funding prac
tices and the policy debates of the

IBHE, a body entrusted with the
responsibility of shaping public
policy on higher education in our
state, we found ourselves forced
to re-evaluate that belief.
We propose instead a renewed
financial commitment to the in
stitutions of public higher educa
tion in Illinois. We propose a re
examination of higher education
funding practices in Illinois, and
in particular ask the following
questions :
< l J How does public support for
the private institutions of
higher education in Illinois af
fect the overall level of tax
support required for higher
education? How would the
public interest be affected if
financial support were shifted
towards the public institu
tions?
< 2 > What is the relationship bet
ween
increasing
public
university tuitions and in
creasing the ISSC program?
Could public university tui
tions be held constant if the
ISSC program were not ex
panded? Could public univer
sity tuitions be reduced if the
ISSC program were reduced?
( 3 JDoes the ISSC program in ef
fect re-direct "student de
mand" away from public in
stitutions to private institu
tions? If so, to what extent? Is
it in the public interest that
this occur? Why?
< 4) How do the private institutions
utilize
the
Financial
Assistance Act funds which
they receive? the ISSC
monies?
< S > What is the rationale for
public support of the private
institutions? Since the IBHE
has control over the establish
ment of new programs in the
public sector < and in fact
sometimes exercises it to pre
vent the establishment at
public institutions of pro
grams which would compete
with those at private institu
tions > , can one demonstrate
that diversity cannot exist
within the public sector?
REMARKS TO THE STUDENT
GOVERNMENT CONFERENCE
ON HIGHER EDUCATION
Eastern Illinois University,
Charleston, Illinois
November 10, 1979
Higher education in Illinois is
approaching
a
significant
crossroads, albeit somewhat un
wittingly. Choices are now being
made - large by the Board of
Higher Education staff, sheltered
from publicity and public debate 
which threaten the continuation
of quality public university
education in our state.
Your conference thus occurs at
an auspicious time. As public
university faculty, ourselves still
in the process of organizing state
wide and committed to the con
tinued growth of faculty unioniza
tion, we welcome the organiza
tion of students. We look forward
to working with you for the
welfare of the public universities
in which we sPrve and to which
we are committed.
Public university tuition is one
of the issues on which significant
choices are now being made. As
you no dou.bt know, the Board of
Higher Education staff is recom
mending that public university
tuition be indexed to inflation.
That is, the BHE is recommen
ding that tui tion increase
automatically each year, without
regard to increases in state sup
port for the public universities now 42nd in terms of personal in
come among the 50 states - and
without regard to the ability of
students to pay. Such a tuition
policy increases the burden on
students with no concommitant
commitment by the state to in
crease its contribution to public
university education. There is no

promise by the BHE that it will
even attempt to elicit such in·
creased support from the
General Assembly.
The nature and amount of Il
linois State Scholarship awards is
a closely related issue of great
import. At the national level, our
organization, the American
Federation of Teachers, ad
vocates that up to 75% of student
costs for higher education be
covered by ff:deral Basic Educa
tion Opportunity Grants. Current
ISSC grants cover only tuition
and mandatory fees, leaving
students no means of obtaining
state assistance in paying the
ever-rising additional fees and at
�endant costs. Thus, we believe,
is a problem which must be ad
dressed.
An apparent BHE staff deci
sion to emphasize training above
education in our state's public
universities is another major ap
parent decision in the process of
implementation. Our universities
are encouraged, urged, and
pressured to offer career-related
programs, and are told to fund
them out of "inten&al realloca
tion." While we of course unders
tand and support appropriate
career-oriented programs, we
fear an unthinking emphasis on
career training for jobs which
may, a few years hence,
themse!ves become obsolete in
the rapidly changing economy,
leaving graduates without the
basic
e d u c a t iona l
s k i l ls
necessary to adapt to a rapidly
changing job market. We fear,
too, elimination of programs for
which there may be little "stu
dent demand," as BHE staff
would say, but which are essen
tial portions of preparation for
even the more career specific
programs.
A closely related issue con
cerns programs approval. The
public universities must submit
to a rigorous process of program
review before new programs are
approved and in place. The BHE
staff likes to talk in terms of
"competition" and "choice"
within higher education in our
state. Yet new programs re
quests from the pubhc univer
sities are on occasion disapprov
ed on the grounds that a private
institution in the vicinity has the
same or a similar program. We
believe that public higher educa
tion has the responsibility of of
fering a full range of programs to
meet all of the needs of the
35°
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Council••
• AFT Faculty Federation-BOG

is the elected faculty bargaining
agent at Chicago Stale, Eastern
Illinois, Governors State, North
eastern lllinois, and \\'estern Il
linois universities, the five Board
of Governors universities.

•• The lFT Universities Council
includes, in addition to the AFT

Faculty Federation-BOG, the
Union of Professional Employees
at the University of Illinois,
Champaign-Urbana ; the Union of
Professional Employees at the
University of Illinois, Chicago
Circle ; the Sangamon State
Faculty Union : the Carbondale
Federation
of
University
Teachers at StU-Carbondale;
and the Northern Illinois Univer
sity Faculty Union.
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citizens of Illinois, and that sucn
a grounds for program disap
proval should be disallowed.
Finally, I suggest that the ex
tent and type of state subsidiza
tion of non-public institutions of
higher education should be
carefully and publicly examined
before decisions are made which
commit us to perpetual under
funding
and
c on t i n uous
deterioration of our public
universities. In this current year,
at least $74 million in state
general revenue funds are going
to support private institutions.
This occurs at a time when Il
linois' dismal record of overall
support for higher education in
the last decade has left our public
universities underfunded, their
equipment and facilities in
disrepair. and their faculties
demoralized and outraged by the
extent to which their salaries
have decreased in real dollar
terms.
These, I suggest. must be the
issues of the day ft·•· those of us
who are committed to the welfare
of the public universities in II·
linois. In behalf of the faculty
unions at our state's publk
universities , I once aga in
welcome what we hooe will be the
beginning of active and effective
student organization. We look for
ward to fruitful cooperation on
the questions which so deeply af
fect our common futures.
Margaret Schmid
President, AFT Faculty
Federation-BOG•
Chairperson, Illinois Federation
of Teachers Universities
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Sailor Goes
FrOm Sco u t
To Stripper

dl��auft s:P£anut� f
by Henrietta Chasanov

You're right, Snoopy ! I t 's the
.
time of the year when dieters, all
over the world, unite ! After all,
all we have to lose is our
waistlines ! As Lucy says "Eat
'
drink, and be merry, for tomor
row we diet ! " < Let's hear it f01

dressed in a natural look. Sailor,

By HELEN DALE

a former lumberjack in Wiscon
sin, is billed as Lumberman Jack
and appears in jeans and shirt
before he strips to his bikini.
I t 's the bikinis where the
women stash tips for the Boys.
Lynn Brown < no relation to
bouncer Garry Brown ) coor
dinates the show and gives a pre
show pep talk to loosen the au

To the naked eye, Tom Sailor
looks every bit like your average
M r . Nice Guy.
Polite and personable, Tom
works days out of a Richton Park
office selling insurance and is a
volunteer swimming teacher for

retarded children. An Eagle
Scout in his youth, Tom more
recently earned two citations for
he oism and comes from a family
which once won Lansing Illinois
Family of the Year awar .
So what's a nice guy like Tom

dience and instruct them in the
evening's protocol. "There are no
rules," she tells them. "You

�

d

know where the money goes. "
' I ' m a business man," says

_'

Sailor, explaining that he decided
to join the act only after he heard
how much it pays. Starting as the
"I got things rolling
s ow s
.
With JOkes - Sailor soon switched
to the more lucrative role of strip
per.
"For once in my life, ' ' 27-year
ld
Sa lor
says
proudly ,
everythmg < I own) is paid for. "
" I 'm out for all the money I can
make. ' ' He explains that he's sav
ing for a down payment on an

Sailor doing in a place like Star
Ship Lounge in Chicago Heights

� : M�,-

bumping and grinding to the
shrieks of frenzied women two
nights a week ?
'The money. ·• says Sailor. As a
member of Lynn Brown's Bad
Bad Boys, he earns four times
what he makes at his day job.
Besides a hefty wage, each enter
tainer in the group of five guys
t'ollects the generous tips con
lmuously offered during their
performance.
The performance is a male

�

�

apartment building.
Tom Sailor is realistic abou'
the show's staying power. 1.
estima tes that the repeat au
dience is only about 25% and
Garry Brown says he won't be

strip show, the latest fad to hit the
south suburbs. The audiences are
stri�tly limited to women, who,
besides paying the $3.00 admis
sion and steep prices for drinks

surprised ' 'if the whole thing goes
down the tube in 6 to 10 months".
Sailor is more optimistic about
his own future. "I may be at a

( which are heavily pushed during
t h e show > ,
enthusiastically
bestow tips on the Boys.

�

tur ing point," he says. H e
claims t o have an interview with
Playgirl Magazine coming up
a�d o fers from modeling agen
Cies. Smce the company where he
works durmg the day is folding by
Dec. 31st, Sailor is eager for a
break in show business to replace
his insurance career.
Marria e could be in the pic
ture for him, says Sailor, who has
yet to take that step. He admits to
having scars from broken rela
ion�hips �ith women and is play
mg It cautiously.
"I was in all the school plays
and I 'm �e life of every party, "
boasts Sailor. But wht>n it comes
to women, " I ' m a wallflower, " he
says. Though he thinks women
are "grea t " , because of his
negative experienct>s with dating
and because of the high divorce
rate, Sailor says, "I don't trust

Sailor has a ready answer as to
why the women go to strip shows.
''They need something like this , "
h e reasons. " I t 's a n outlet, a lot of
fun . " Unlike in bars, he says,
" Women don't have to worry
:�bout getting picked up. "
Sailor points out that most
women who come to the show are
married and out for an adven

�

�

ture. The show, he says, "is
something different" and a place
for them ''to go crazy ".
"The women act goofy , ' ' com
ments Garry Brown, Star Ship's
bouncer sincE: the strip show
opened 1 1 2 months ago. "Get
250-300 women together, " Brown
says, "and after a few drinks

�

they go a little bizarre . "
Brown adds that, though the
performance is basically a "flesh
show, it 's nothing nobody's never
seen before. ' '

Snoopy

could have his pick of the
countless women who press their
names and telephone numbers on
him at the shows.
But for now. Tom Sailor is
sat isfied with his role as their
entertainer, bumping and grin
ding his way to the bank.

In contrast to another local
male strip show, Fast Freddie
and the Playboys, which Sailor
says has a "low-class " act, the
Bad Bad Boys "don't have gim
tu kk:. " They come onstage

Science Division/College of Arts
and Sciences/Governors State
University
The successful candidate will
be expected to investigate the
role of living plants in peat for
mation using light and electron
m icroscopy,
mfra-red
spec
t oscopy, and a full range of
h l s t � c h e ln J c a l
techniques.
.
Qua l l llcat JOns
include
un
dergraduate background in the
Life Scit>nces and a Masters
Degree m any area of the Life

�

Sciences.

Send applica tions to Dr. Peter
G u n t her,
Science
Di vision

:

Coilege of Arts and Sciences
Govt>rnors
State
Uni vers1 ty.
Dea d l i ne
for
a pp l i ca tions :
Ja nuary 4, 1980.

GRt\DUATE ASSISTANTSH I P
Science Division/College o f Arts
and Sciences/Governors State
University
Three Graduate Assistantships
are available. The successful
candidates will be invol ved in
direct research activi ties in con

nection with a Natwnal Science
Foundation researach grant. The
resea rch is on the role of living
plants in peat formation. Sudents
•.vill be involved in both fields and
:aboratory work. Qualifications
include an undergraduate degree
ir. the Life Sciences or Physical
Sciences.
Send applications to Dr. Peter
G u n t her,
Sci ence
D i v ision.
College of Arts and Sciences,
Governors
State
Umversily
Dea d l i n e
for
a pplica t i ons :
January 4, 1980.
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scarf."

Miss Piggy ! )
When the frost is really on the

I P News

pumpkin we not only eat th•
fr�ting on the cake, but the pum
.
pkm pie as well. What is it abou
winter and holidays? I t 's when ol
Schroeder plays his Beethoven a�
an ode to the joy of food, glorious
food !

Ph iladelphia ,
Pa . - < I . P . ) 
Always
strict
concerning
academic violations, University
of Pennsylvania has instituted a
procedure whereby a student who

It's when vegetarians s tuff
their alfalfa sprouts into the holi
day bird, when diabetics rear
range their exchange lists to
\'over the cost of cranberry sauce
a nd plum pudding. Did all you
P.eanuts hear what Uncle Bobby
told you out of the radio? '"Tis
the season to be noshing, falala
lala Ia la Ia Ia ! " < I can't believe I
heard it on the Bob Collins show. )

is caught chea ting will be given a
permanent grade of X, ( "no
credit because of violation of
Code of Academic Integrity " )
which cannot be removed from
the transcript.
Universi ty Provost, Dr. Vartan
Gregorian, recently issued a new
University statement on the sub
ject of chea ting. "The standing of
an educational institution and the

Of course, Woodstock would be
happy to be harpooned with a lit
tle bagel and cream cheese "the
untraditional holiday food" from
the "noshing" commercial · with
'
a little luck he wouldn't get bean
ed, since there's a hole in the
bagel for his head to come
through. You've seen how Lucy
feeds bread to the birdie? A
whole slice right over the head.
Speaking of bread, this is the
time when ladies who excel in TV
di nners put in some long hours
baking bread ; here's a new
recipe:
Zucchini Bread a Ia Linus
1 1 2 cups shredded zucchini
1 tblsp. lemon juice
3 4 cup sugar
1 2 cup corn oil
2 cups flour

value of a degree from that in
stitution are dependent upon the
integrity of study and resea rch
carried on at that institution.
Violations of the University's
Code of Academic Integrity in
clude, but are not limited to :
plagiarism, duplicate submission
of materials, fraudulent citation
false data, and chea ting in th
form of possession or use of
quizzes, exams or term papers.
Along with the possibility of
receiving an "X" grade, students
caught cheating can also face
disciplina ry proba tion or suspen
sion. A student has at least three
avenues of appeal of the "X"

�

grade - from different branches
of the Umversity judiciary before the grade is permanent.
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Do Grades Increase
Enrollment ?
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women. "
Lots of women trust Lum ber
man Jack, however, and Sailor

Sailor emphasizes, ' 'We're not
dirty. We've never been arrested
and we dm1 't want that. They
don 't see any more of me than
they do at the beach. "

says,

!;4 cup walnuts, m inced
1 egg
1 tsp. vanilla extract
1 1 z tsp. cinnamon
1 tsp baking powder
12 tsp. ginger
12 tsp. baking soda
Preheat oven to 325• , and mix
i ngredients. No need to let rise
just place in greased and floure
9-by-5 inch loaf pan and bake for
about an hour or until a knife in
serted in the center comes out
clean. Remove from the oven and
let cool for five minutes, then
turn out of the pan to cool on a
rack. May be served warm, and
tastes even better the next day.
Wrap in aluminum foil and
refrigerate overnight.
I 'm
going to take
away
Snoopy's
newest
Frisbee,
a
recycled Poppin ' Fresh pie plate,
to make a mincemeat pie that
will astound all the vegetarians
who thought the "meat" in the
name was only that - only a
name.
Peppermint Patty's
Mincemeat Pie
1 lb. ground meat, cooked with
fat removed
1 cup corn syrup
1 cup sugar
1 cup raisins < optional )
1 4 cup minced walnuts
1 cup apples, sliced
l 1 2 cups red wine
1 2 cup flour
Mix ingredients and place in
uncooked pie shell, cover with
another pie shell and score top
with knife in a few places. Place
in 400 • oven for 15 minutes, then
lower oven temp. to 350" and bake
for 45 minutes more. May be
served warm with cold whipped
cream or cold with hot coffee.
Happy holidays ! Remember,
start your holiday scarfing early.

speak negatively of the newly in

By M I C HAEL RENZI
The advent of the traditional
grading system at Governors
State University has generated
many questions about the effect
of grades on future enrollment of
continuing and new students.
This controversy is exemplified
by the theatre department at
Governors State.
The theatre department at
G.S. U., traditionally never a
strong point, has been dependent
for the last two years on a joint
program with Prairie State Col
lege.
This program allowed
students to complete their first
two years at Prairie State and
then finish their last two years at
G.S.U. to obtain a Bachelor of
Arts Degree.
Dr.
Alphonso

Sherman,

a

theatre proft>ssor at G.S.U. and
long time foe of the grading
system , feels that up till now,
G.S.U had been totally unique
witi. Its pass or fail system and its
onginal concept of colleges, such
as the College of Cultural Studies.
But w1th the new grading system
and reorganization of colleges, he
says "G S.U. has become just
likt> every other university in con
cept and offerings . " Why, he
wonders, should a person who
hves in Chicago drive for 45
minute� to get something that he
can get at Chicago State Univer
sity, only 20 minutes away?

""'""�""MMINW�""M�NW""""W�"MW�""J Likewise, other faculty members
of

G.S.U

theatre

department

stituted grades.
On the other hand, Richard
Peterson
and
Peg
Powers,
theatre teachers at Prairie State
speak very enthusiastically of the
grading system in general and of
its recent collaboration in recom
mending G .S. U. to students in
terested
in
furthering
their
education. Prairie State is a
junior college which has run on
the graded method for the whole
of its existence ; even though it
competes with other local col
leges, such as Thornton Com
munity College. Its enrollment
has been steadily increasing over
the past years.
Although many Prairie State
students already plan to attend
other universities, many of them
are interested and enthusiastic
about G.S.U. despite its innova
tion of grades. Some have no
money to attend a big school ;
others say that they definitely
want to have grades on their
transcripts. Most students are so

that the grading system in
general is a "hi nderance to
mankmd . " Grades are too im
promptu and unreliable in judg
ing a person's capability, and on
ly serve as a prize for someone
who needs to be motivated, say
the Governors State students.
What
defi n i t e
effect
the
grading system will have on the
G.S.U. theatre department h3�
yet to be seen ; the opinions arr
mixed and conflicting that the
outcome can only be told in
time.

Christmas
party
The annual Governors State
Umversity Christmas Party is
scheduled
for
T h u rs da y ,
December 20, from 3-6 p . m . i n the
Hall of Governors. Please plan to
a ttend and share the festivities.

used to working under a grade
system that they would not want
to risk the money and the added
threat of failure on a system that
they were totally unfamiliar.
The attitude among contmuing
G . S . U . students is somewhat dif·
ferent than that of the Prall'le
State students. Most say that if
they had wanted grades they
would have at tended an institu
tiOn based on grades from the
start. Furthermore,. some felt
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Hol u m and Fia la. co-founders of the Chicago Hysterical Soc let) .

l\1l Add New Photographs 1 1
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Six new photographs, all from the 1979 Student Show held r� ently, will enter Governors Sta te permanen� photography colle� t10n.
;:;: The collection was originally founded m 1976 by a la rge g•fl fr?m
;:;: a Flossmoor collector, Arnold Gilbert. Over the yea rs the collect;on
.
{ has been supplemented by other donations and selectiOns
from
�:�: juried exhibitions.
.
;:;:
The six prints recently chosen are works by Judy Brown, Kevm
:�:� Corcoran, Ted Peck andPhillip Grass.
.
. .
;;
The works were chosen by faculty members Ga ll Ph1 lhps,
:�:� Richard Burd and Paul Schranz.
'
:;�; The prints now join the collection, which inclu�es works by
:� :: several known "masters" and which is housed in the hbrary.
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C l os i n g I nform a t i o n
Winter weather is just around the corner. In the event Governo
State University closes due to weather conditions, emergency an
nouncements will be carried by the University "INFO LINE,"
( 312) 534-0033 , and the following radio stations: WCGO, Chicago
Heights; WJOB, Hammond, Indiana ; WKKD-FM, Aurora ; WLNR
FM Lansing · WJOL and WJRC, Joliet ; WKAN and WBYG-FM,
Ka kakee ; a d WBBM, WLS, WVON, WGN, WFYR-FM, all in
Chicago.
GSU rarely closes except for adverse weathe� conditions. � n t t
situation faculty and students are advised to hsten for closmg m
formation on one of the above radio stations before using the " IN
FO LI NE " .
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Trade in your
GOLD
high school ring

••.

on any Jostens' College Ring
good $ 7 0
for

SPECIAL OFFERING · roDAY!
A new LUSTRIUM College Ring(America's newest fine jewelers alloy)

$68e"7<
ns

Your cost with trade in . . .

$

N o Charge At Follett's
GSU Bookstore

•
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Crystal Lake ArtiSt
Performs On CampuS .
BY LESLIE FAISON
On December 7, a beautiful
person a ppeared at
GSU's
Recital Hall.
Much is said of Megan Me
Donough's musica l prowess-of
her a bility to conjure sun shower
images in the afternoon, of her
rippling midsummer stream and
night skies deep with stars and
moons, of cold evenings by warm
firesides spent next to her lilting
melodies.
Me Donough' s personality
emerges in her joy of living, tem
pered through shades of melan
choly. Her tone is superb,
breathing out essences that, to
her
guitar a nd piano a c
companiments, highlight gifts of
love. The synthesizer organ,
delicately dramatic and brought
through
by
Ed
Thossing,
keyboard artist, uplifts and com
pliments tunes that are of a
va riety
of
stylistic
in
terpretations.
JUST KEEP A SONG COMING
ON, I WENT TALKING and
ON
TO
Y O UR
HOLD
MEMORI ES, songs Me Donough
sang at GSU, will be on an album
to be released in 1980.
Me Donough is a major at
traction. Her popularity in
Chicago is based on solid
engagements at well-known night
spots as Ratso's, Wild Onion and
Four Torches.
A versa tile singer, Me Donough
has performed in background a s
a show-opener with John Denver,
Donald Byrd, Lou Ra wls, Step-

penwolf and Jose Feliciano. She
has appeared on AM Chicago,
Week End Edition made in
Chicago, and the Tonight Show.
Me Donough has been per
forming most of her 25 years. By
age 1 1 she was singing in school
concerts in Crystal Lake, IL., her
home town.
In California she recorded for
Wooden Nickel of the RCA label.
Though technically good, the
album was not successful due to a
lack of promotion.
Me Donough was 17 when she
went West to seek her fortune.
Since then she has come a long
wa v. Her
promoter.
Dave
Rudolph of Cinestage Produc
tions, a guitarist and solo per
former, will appear at GSU
January 25. He believes Me
Do nough's career has. taken an
upswing. In Denver six years
ago, she sang a t Ebbet's Field, a
night spot. The first week of
December she performed at a
club in Lake Geneva . Of her
ca reer,
Me
Donough quips,
" Things will start to happen
now."
Irv Kupcinet of the
Chicago Sun Times ta bs the
heroine of ballad for stardom.
She will appear on Lincoln
Avenue a t Orphan's the 22, 23 and
24 of December.
Me Donough fulfills the clean:
cut all-America n lifestyle and
im ge. She says "I love music
that is very Amenca n-sounding."
Confiding that only in America
could she have been given the op
portunities to develop into the ar
tist she is. Me Donough exudes an

�

H o l i d ay S u p p o rt
F o r H os ta ges
A Christmas card from the Governors State University Student
Senate will be among the thousands being sent to the Americans
held hosta ge in Iran.
Thousands of Americans are sending cards a nd letters in a show
of solidarity and support for the American captives in the nited
Sta tes Embassy in Tehran, Iran. This is one element of the reaction
of an American populace whose ire was ignited over a month ago
when the Embassy was siezed by the Iranian government.
Although there is no guarantee that the hostages will ever see the
mail, many Americans are using the traditiona l holiday greeting
card to wish them their release by Christmas.
If you would like to join in this demonstration of support, you can
send a card or letter to HOSTAGES, U.S. EMBASSY, TEHRAN ,
I RAN.Postage is 31 cents.

aura of refinement and precision.
She is a smger of folk, pop and
country-ba llad. Definitely a firm
spoken princess. her crystal and
honey vo1ce caress each lync.
her rich. potent resonance com
mand a mood of cool, rippling
waters and moon-lit pa ths.
Megan is really one of us. She
likes a steaming cup of coffee, old
movies, health foods, classical
music, jazz and goes jogging. O ne
gets the feeling of having kno� n
this lady all her life. Energetic,
lovely, she sings of a freedom
"where a person can do or say
just a bout anything."
She is a lot like the girl next
door, projecting friendship and
an outlook totally positive. Her
wholesomeness is carried over
into the fresh spontaniety of the
timely, lyrica l masterpieces she
performs. "You need a good at
titude," Me Donough smiles a � d
this she has as well as a dynamite
personality.
Me Donough keeps up a rapport
with the audience between num
bers that makes one feel at ease
and familiar with her. Listeners
understand and laugh as a com
mon bond is esta blished.
Through song sht gives nf her·
self and though she says,
like
attention, Me Donough deserves
it. It would be well worth while to
hear one of her December per
forma nces in Chicago. A well·
rounded evening featuring the
delightful melodies she does •<;;
slated. Plus she g1ves per·
sonalized autographs.
Also appearing on the GSL.
program. att ended by a group of
150. was the comedy tea m Holum
a nd Fiala, co-founders of the
Chicago Hysterical Society. The
two, who ha ve a ppea red w1th
Corky Siegel, are rather funny
and excel at making interesting
mouth nOises, w1th the aid of the
microphone. to imitate incidents
and stones. Some of the kooky
stuff they do, through clicks,
whines, roars, pops and an a ssor
tment of curious expressive
jargon, are demonstra ted ad
mirably. A few routines are
cuties like these-a drippy water
faucet, a cow jumping over the
moon, and a man crashing
through a vat of jello.
An unusually entertaining
duo' they served a s show-openers
t or Me Donough, the magical
songstress
who
wa s truly
mistress of the moment. She
made the occasion in Recital Hall
a highly memorable one.
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The postings in the .. Job M art " are for GSU students and alumni who are
REGI STERED W I TH THE U N I V E �ln: PLACE.MENT <?FFICE.
We will be happy to furnish information 1f you will come mto. �he
Placement Office and present t he Job Number shown above the pos1t 1on
i n which you are in terested . I f you have a comple ted and up to date
c redential file in the Placement Office b ut it is impossible for you to get
into our office durin� offic� hours, please cont act Mrs . M ary P.ughes at
Extension 2 1 63-4.

Since this is the last issue
before Christmas, the people in
the Placement Office wish you a
Merry Christmas and a Happy
New Year.
Traditionally the last weeks in
December are slow times in the
hiring fields. Employees are
waiting until after the Christmas
parties and annual bonus to quit.
If old employees are not moving
to new positions there are few
vacancies. Lots of people take
vacations and personnel offices
ha\'e few staff.
The first weeks of January are
a different story. All those people
who would have quit in December
leave in addition to the January
turnover. Some people make
looking for a job their New Year's
resolution.
What does this mean to the
December graduate? You may
not start a new job the day after
graduation but be prepared to
move in January. There will be
lots of competition but you have
the advantage of being through
while students from other in
stitutions are still writing finals.
Work up your resume' and
maybe even get it to the printer.
Contact your references
for
letters of recommendation for
your credential file.
Holiday parties are often times
to see old friends and meet new
people. Contacts are valuable in
finding a job. Learn what you can
about the places they work. They
may be able to give you insight
into whether or not you want to
apply at certain places
If you think you would like to
work for the federal government
pick up the Standard Form 11171
so you will be ready when PACE
is again available. The Illinois
Department of Law Enforcement
will be recruiting so start doing
those exercises you will be
requi red to do to pass the test .
School districts may be looking
for teachers for the second
,;emester . Now is the time to
apply for education positions.
For some organizations, the
new calendar vear is the new
budget year.
availablf'

No positions are

M-ML-233 - SEE DESC RIP
TION
Seeking qualified staff for the
Ad
pos i t i o n s :
fol l o w i n g
Program
Officer,
mini�tra tiv
Manage r, Deputy Director, C�D

Constr uction
Representa tive,
Analyst , Personnel Manage� ent
Serv 1�es
Suppor t
· Specia list,
.
Supervisor ,Supervisory Pos1t1on
Classification Sepciali st, and a
Contractor Industri al Relations
Speciali st . All positions are on a
different salary scale and in
placement
various locations.
office for more details. Deadlines
range from December 4, 1979 to

See

December 25 1979

PRODU CT I O N
B-C L- H
CLERK
M ust have general clerical ski ls.
Alt hough this is general �ff�ce
work , candidate must be w1lhng
10 wear hard hat, safety shoes,
and gloves, since job involves

�

going into the plant. Hours are
7 : 00 to 4 : 00, Monday through
per month.
Friday . Salary
Chica go HEIG HTS . •

$800

B-ACC-97

-

JUNIOR

STAFF

ACCOUNTANT
Requires a degree in accounting,
one year accounting experience,
and knowledge of formal ac
counting procedures.
Salary
range is
Chicago.

$13,650

to

$17,075.

B-CL-13 - STENO CLERK
Requires High School graduation
or equivalent, 60 wpm in typing,
and 70 wpm in shorthand. To
start immediately. Salary is
$10,900 + benefits. Chicago.

B-MGMT- 1 1 5 - SUPERVISORS
Requires a college degree and a
minimum of one year super
visory experience, preferably
within a corporate environment.
Also, excellent communication,
planning and organization skills.
Salary range is $14,950 to $18,657.
Chicago.
E-S EC-389 I NDUSTR I A L
TEAC H E R
SPEECH
CORRECTION TEACHER
There are two positions within
the Industrial area - Auto
Mechanics/Small Engines and
Metals.
Speech
Correction
requi res a Master's degree in
Speech
Correc t i on
and
qualification for Illinois Cer
tification. Salary range is $ 1 1 ,700
to $12,475. Zion, II .

E - H E - 1 5 40
POSITIONS

F A C U LT Y

Several positions available in
College of Applied Arts and
Sciences, College of Business,
and College of Education, College
of
H u m a n i t ies,
College
of
Sciences, and College of Social
Sciences .
For complete
in
formation please come to the
Placement Office and refer to the
Job Number. Cape Gerardeau,
Missouri.

E-HE- 1541
G RADUATE
ASSISTANT POSITIONS
Several
temporary
full-time,
part-time and graduate assistant
positions available for 1980 to
1981 School year. Apply prior to
February 1 . 1980. DeKalb, I I .

E-HE-1 542 - PROFESSORS
Several positions available for
professors in the Department of
Business Education and Ad
ministrative Services for 1980 to
1981 school year. DeKalb, I I .

E-OTHER-436 - I NDUSTRIAL
ARTS TEACHER
For Junior High School . Eureka,
Missouri.

H S - S W -364

PROGRAM

COORDI NATORS
Requires Master's

Degree

in

social
service,
education or
health related field or B.A. with
comparable experience and skill.
Experienced
a nd
skill

See

requirements are many.
Placement Office. Salary range
$18,000

to

$22,000.

DEADLINE January 1 1 .

Chicago.

OTHER· 1�1 - CONST.KUl:H•Jt'l
ADMINISTRATOR
College
graduate
or
com
mensurate experience required.
Three years construction ex
perience, i.e. as a writer of
specifications, foreman in a
construction company, and/or as
a general contractor. Sa lary
range is $17,000 to $20,000 .
DEADLINE
January
18.

Chicago.

B-MGMT- 1 16

-

INVE NTORY

CONTROL MANAGER
Must be degreed < a ny discipline
will
be considered at
the
bachelor's level or above ) . Prior
purchasing and/or inventory
control experience is desirable.
Sa l a r y
dependent
u pon
background, education and ex
perience. Chicago.

B-OTH ER-62 - AUTOMOTIVE
TECHNICIAN or ACCIDENT
INVESTIGATOR
Requires
A.A.

in

Civil

Engineeri ng,
Mechani�al
Engineering,
or Automotive
Technique, or experience in
traffic accident investiga�ion fer
police or insurance company,
provided it is accompanied by
recent college level education in
engineering/automotive topics or
behavioral
sciences.
Salary
approximately $13,000 to start .
Chicago.

M-ML-232 - SEE DESCRIP
TION
The most recent listing from
Scott, Foresman & Company is
now in the Placement Office for

E-HE-1549 - SEE DISCRIP
TION
The latest a nnouncement of
employment opportunities with
Illinois Institute of Technology is
now in the Placement Office for
your review. Be sure to refer to
the job number.

E-HE-1550 - PRE-DOCTORAL
GRADUATE FELLOWSHIPS
Fellowships available in the
following areas: College of Arts &
Science, College of Engineering,
School of Home Economics,
School
of
Medical
Sciences,
School of Mines. Reno, Nevada.

E-HE-1551 - I NSTRUCTOR OF
B IOLOGY
Requires

master's

degree

in

biology. To replace a faculty
member on leave-spring, 1980,
Semester > . To start January 14.
DEADL I N E
Decem ber
21 .
Chicago.

E-OTHE R-439 - ASSISTANT
JUNIO R-SENIOR
HIGH
SCHOOL PRINCIPAL
Must hold Illinois Administrative
Certificate
and
be
able
to
demons t ra t e
l e a d e rs h i p
qualities.
Administrative ex
perience is desired but not
required . Prospect of assuming
principalship before next fa ll.
DEADLINE January 1. Joy, I I .

HS-COUN-106 - COUNSELOR
CETA LATED PROBLEMS
Master's degree in Counseling
and Guidance, or equivalent
required, with a minimum of one
year of counseling experience in

review : Clerk-Typist, Accounts
Paya ble
Clerk ,
Progra m 
mer/Analyst,
Department
Secretary etc. Glenview, I I .

a community college or social
services
agency
des i ra b l e .
DEADLINE January 23 . Crystal
Lake, 1 1 .

B-SALES-126 - ASSISTANT TO
THE SALES COORDINATOR
Must have good figure aptitude
and the ability to deal with people
over the phone. Could move into
full-time outside industrial sales.
Remuneration is on a salary

SOC I A L
H S- S W -367
WORKERS
B.A. or M . A . in Human Services.
For treatment and foster care of
the handicapped. Salary range is

E-HE- 1 547
U N I VERSITY
PROFESSIONAL POSITIONS
Various positions in university
seUings. Information for
positions are available in the
placement office.

these

E-OTHE R-437
PSYCHOLOGIST

SCHOOL

Elementary and Junior high
psychologist holding a Illinois
type 73 certificate. Psychologist
endorsement. Dolton Illinois.
PS-LAW-29 - GENERAL AT
TORNEY
Bar
m e m be r s h i p
is
a
requirement by the applicant :
Education.
Must
have suc·
cessfully completed a full course
of study in a school of law. Will
work with senior attorneys in
each division of the Contract
Appeals Directorate and in the
Procurement Law Directorate
and will train in all phases.
DEADLINE January 4, 1980.
$ 17,035.00. Ohio.

M-S0-7 - SECURITY OFFICER
Preferred
education
with
a

Associate or above, with law
enforcement and criminal justice
background. Salary $1440 per
month. Chicago.

CLAIMS
PS-FE D-229
REPRESENTATIVE
For
a ppl icat ion
and
fi l i ng
number
instructions see the
Placement Office. Ask for Mrs.
Hughes and refer to the Job
Number.

PS-FED 23 1 - ACCOUNTANTS
Requires a major in accounting
or 24 semester hours in ac
counting or equivalent education
and/or experience. Salary range
$ 1 1 ,234 to $ 13,925. Testing is open
until Dec. 3 1 . Chicago.

basis rather than commission,
and is in the low to middle teens.
Park Forest South.

E-HE- 1543 FACULTY
&
ADM I N I STRATIVE POSITIONS
The most recent listing of faculty
and
adm inistrative positions
currently open at the University
of Miami, Coral Gables, Florida
is now in the Placement Office for
your review. Be sure to refer to
the Job Number.
T - 1 66
G E N E RA L
EDUCAT ION TEACHE R
Bachelor's in an appropriate field
and a Master's in a related field.
Extens ive occupa t i onal
ex
penence
needed .
Thorough
know ledge
of
teaching
techniques, and course content
determina tion. Must have suc
cessful experience in working
with
adv isory
com m i ttees,
personnel
superv1s1on
and
managemtnt $19,000 to $23,000 .
Deadluw January
11,
1980.
Wisconsin.

'..

$9,000 to $12,000 . Chicago, south &
southwest suburbs, and Indiana.

HS-SW-368 - TEACHERS AIDE
Requires 30 college hours. To
begin January 7. Salary range is
$4,755 to $6,373. Chicago Heights.

PS-FED-235 EQUAL OP
PORTUNITY SPECIALIST
Qualifications for governmental
positions are long and involved .
We suggest
that
interested
parties come to the Placement
Office to review them. Salary
range is $17,035 to $24,703.
DEADLINE
December
21.
Chicago.

T-167 - AQUATIC BIOLOGIST
Requires a
Biologist,
Ph .D.
Should
have
substantial
background and understanding of
aquatic
chemistry,
natural
inventorying,
resou rce
measurement and evaluation,
techniques for evaluating the
quality of aquatic life and effects
of pol lutants,
currents a nd
sediments.
Salary
range
is
$15,000 to $17,000 . Chicago.

CLAIM
PS-FE D-232
REPRESENTATIVE
Application must be filed bet·
ween December 3 and 10. Will not
start to work until approximately
August, 1980. Starting salary
$1 1, 243, progressing to $ 13,925
and finally $18,760.

STA F F
PS-ST - 1 07
DEVELOPMENT SPECIALIST
Bachelor's
degree
in
the
Behavioral
Sciences
with
coursework in statistics, ad
ministration or related areas.
Should
be
fa m i li a r
with
organiza t ional
development ,
assessment
a nd
selection
methodology. Springfield.

S-OTH ER-31 - CHEMIST
B.S. degree in Chemistry with
interest in working in highly
instrumented forensic laboratory
as an Analytical Toxicologist.
Will consider recent graduate or
spring-1980 graduate. Gary, Ind.
M-ML-321 - SEE DESCRI P
TION
The most recent announcement
of employm ent
opportun ities
from
I l l i nois
I ns t i tute
of

Technology are now in our office.

